
 
 

 

 

TIME IS UP 
The International Alba White Truffle Fair is into its 92nd edition  

and supports the appeal launched by the new generations: "Time is up". 
 

 

Time is running out: after "Connected with nature" comes "Time is up". This is the theme of the 92nd edition 
of the International Alba White Truffle Fair, presented on Wednesday afternoon, 14th September, in the 
charming setting of the Sala Storica of the Teatro Sociale "G. Busca" in Alba.  
 
“The challenge that the International Alba White Truffle Fair is taking up is to be constantly contemporary: we 
are aware that due to the urgency of climate change issues, we need to address and encourage a cultural shift 
that must necessarily involve the new generations more closely. Since young people are not the future, but indeed 
the present" states Liliana Allena, president of the Fair Board – . Through the Fair we would like to reach out to 
the tourists of tomorrow, who may not yet be travelling today and live immersed in the digital, social and gaming 
world, but who will soon be protagonists of tourist flows, and will do so by increasingly seeking 'phigital' 
experiences that lie between the real and the virtual. The 92nd edition will address many issues with a strong 
transversality, the same cross-cutting nature that is a feature of our audience, and offer a programme schedule 
that is both pop and sophisticated, without, of course, altering our identity, but rather seizing the opportunities 
that every phase of change brings”. 
 
These days the world has stopped to pay tribute to two figures who have left an indelible mark on contemporary 
history, Queen Elizabeth II and Gorbachev. Both were presented with the Truffle of the Year, the finest specimen 
of the season, the Queen in 1959, Gorbachev in 1986. For the Mayor of Alba and the City's Councillor for 
Tourism, this is a relevant example of how the precious Tuber magnatum Pico has become an exceptional driving 
force for this area, making the name of Alba internationally known.This was also thanks to great pioneers and 
promoters such as Giacomo Morra and Roberto Ponzio, or entrepreneurs of the likes of the late Michele Ferrero, 
symbols of what has come to be known as "albesità" (the typical Alba nature). The same spirit that helped 
organise the last two editions of the Fair, despite the pandemic, while always respectful of all safety and health 
procedures, and that, this year, can finally resume without restrictions. Alba, capital of the World Heritage wine-
growing hills, UNESCO Creative City for Gastronomy, is ready to welcome and make itself known to those who 
will decide to visit its prestigious Fair. 
 
The President of the Piedmont Region and the Vice-President with responsibility for the Truffle emphasise 
that the International Alba White Truffle Fair will return just a few weeks after the World Wine Tourism Forum 
which this year will be hosted in the Unesco hills of Langhe Roero and Monferrato: a new and further evidence 
of how much Piedmont and Italy have to offer and express when it comes to tourism and food and wine 
excellence. Alongside their words came those of the Piedmont Region's Councillor for Tourism, who pointed 
out that for centuries the responsibility of respecting the land has weighed on the shoulders of the people of 
Piedmont to make it blossom with fruits such as the grapes from which the wine and truffles that the whole 
world envies us are produced. For the people of Piedmont, the 2030 European agenda is far older, it has been 
rooted in the culture of this land for centuries and has been handed down through tradition. But this year we 
feel an extra responsibility: that of spreading it more strongly to those who still seem too hesitant or indifferent 
to environmental issues. 

 
THE DATES 
For nine weeks, Alba and the surrounding area are about to enliven through the countless offers of the Fair for 
all lovers of the Langhe's white gold: the 92nd edition is scheduled to start on Saturday 8th October, and will 
last until Sunday 4th December. The Fair will be open every weekend on Saturday and Sunday, with a special 
opening on Monday 31st October and Tuesday 1st November. 

 



 
 
 
 
TIME IS UP 
The theme of this 92nd edition points to a transversal concept, echoing the focus on sustainability 
(environmental, social and economic) introduced last year: time is running out, thinking as much about the 
need for action to halt climate change as it does about economic and social responsibility choices, whether by 
companies or individuals. Therefore, Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th October will see the return of the 
"Sostenibilità Incrociate" (Crossed Sustainability) series of meetings which will bring together personalities from 
the worlds of high finance, digital innovation, craftsmanship of excellence, high fashion, art, music, design and 
culture and, of course, auteur cuisine, called upon to discuss the urgency of a change of course, at all levels, 
suggested by young people who, from spectators, will become active "players".  
During the two-day event in Alba, co-produced by Class Editore, radio host and television personality 
Alessandro Cattelan and IFC Principal Investment Officer, Carlo Maria Rossotto, will take the stage at the Teatro 
Sociale "G. Busca" in Alba, as well as the 1 Michelin-starred chefs of the Venissa Restaurant in Venice Chiara 
Pavan with Francesco Brutto and Dominga Cotarella, founder together with her sister of the high training 
academy Intrecci, agricultural entrepreneur and populariser Deborah Piovan, and Deborah Zani,  author of the 
book "Sostenibilità e Profitto. Il binomio del successo nel prossimo futuro”, the founder and Director of Palazzo 
Monti Edoardo Monti and the President of Confindustria - Moda Ercole Botto Poala, the President of the 
Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo, Francesco Profumo ,and the entrepreneur and television personality Fulvio 
Marino, the host, entrepreneur and naturalist Michil Costa and contemporary art expert Nicolas Ballario, the 3 
Michelin star chef of Barcelona's Lasarte Restaurant Paolo Casagrande and fashion designer Stefano Giordano, 
the entrepreneur and philanthropist Umberta Gnutti Beretta and many other guests. 
 
A further major innovation this year will come from the renewed collaboration with Microsoft Italia, which 
together with its golden partner for Mixed Reality "Hevolus" will offer a unique experience for the Fair's visitors. 
In Alba, the future becomes present thanks to a glimpse of what could be the way of enjoying a tourist 
destination over a medium-term time horizon, in a hybrid form between fiction and physical presence. The Fair 
is thus tackling the Metaverse, working to intercept trends and phenomena of the moment and further engage, 
with this edition, Generation Z and the tourists of tomorrow. Young people who today may not yet be travelling 
so much - also due to the two-year pandemic - and live in a digital, social and gaming world, but who will soon 
be the protagonists of tourist flows, and will do so by increasingly seeking out experiences that lie between the 
real and the virtual world. 
 
Moreover, in tune with theme of this edition, the Fair this year will also see a partnership with the tabUi App, 
which will offer a digital truffle hunt through QR codes scattered around the city of Alba. 

 
DAWN TO EARTH 
Also this year, Alba will find its connection to the rest of the Planet through Dawn to Earth, the project featuring 
the Alba White Truffle as an ambassador and its annual fair as a shared home to highlight the most valuable 
ethical projects in the world of food, biodiversity, high finance and ICT: after chef Norbert Niederkofler, the 
“game changers” selected for this edition are chef Chiara Pavan and Francesco Brutto, of ristorante Venissa in 
Mazorbo, because of their commitment to "environmental cuisine". In the Venice lagoon, the chefs are offering 
sustainable and avant-garde cuisine that describes, on the one hand, a dependence and great consistency 
between the proposed dishes and the surrounding environment. On the other, it shows an almost obsessive 
attention to the "environmental issue", and thus to such topical issues as waste reduction, self-production, 
proximity sourcing, seasonality and recovery. 
 
CERTIFICATION 
The process started last year to implement a management system for the Alba White Truffle Fair in line with the 
sustainability requirements of the international ISO 20121 standard for sustainable management of events is 
continuing, while planning the Fair in such a way as to reduce the impact on the environment and at the same 
time enhance the positive effects on people and the local area. The first step was the ISO 20121 certification, a 
prestigious international recognition that will help further enhance the image of the Fair - which will also be 
joined by Vinum, the event organised by the Alba Fair Board dedicated to the great wines of Piedmont - in the 
eyes of a public that is increasingly attentive and sensitive to sustainability issues.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
FOCUS ON CUISINE 
The heart of the Fair will remain the Alba White Truffle World Market, together with the Albaqualità exhibition, 
inside the Cortile della Maddalena, open every weekend on Saturday and Sunday, with an extraordinary opening 
on Monday 31 October and Tuesday 1 November. This will be the place to buy magnificent specimens of Tuber 
magnatum Pico, carefully selected by Truffle Sensory Analysis judges, trained by the National Truffle Study 
Centre, to ensure the quality of the products on offer. To enhance it all, the Cooking Shows (set in the Sala 
Beppe Fenoglio, accompanied by the "Alte Bollicine Piemontesi" of the Consorzio Alta Langa and the welcome 
entrée of the Consorzio di Promozione e Tutela del Prosciutto Crudo di Cuneo DOP), which are ready to 
welcome, in the usual friendly and refined atmosphere, the gourmet creations created by the skilful flair of great 
names in national and international cuisine, the Truffle Sensory Analysis seminars - an immersive experience 
that provides a simple yet profound insight into the characteristics of truffles, and the Wine Tasting Experience 
dedicated to the great wines of Langhe, Monferrato and Roero –; many chefs will be ready to sign the several 
Cooking shows, letting themselves be seduced and inspired by the aroma of our most precious diamond. 
 
Also confirmed is the winning format of the Unusual dinners, which will see the successful combination of 
prestigious settings and starred chefs (thescheduled calendar ends with Matias Perdomo at Kartell Bistrot 
Panoramic in Courmayeur, the highest restaurant in Europe) as well as the Taste Workshops set in the Sala 
Beppe Fenoglio, with many proposals including the Fresh Pasta Ateliers, the workshop with Fulvio Marino, the 
presentation of the Verbier ski season, accompanied by the Barry Foundation of the Grand-St-Bernard in 
Martigny, the tasting of Confartigianato's artisan excellence, the event with Menabrea Beer paired with the 
best Botalla cheeses, and the tasting of Valle d'Aosta fontinas and wines. 
Crossing the borders of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato hills, this year the Alba White Truffle will also make 
a stop in Cuneo (thanks to the collaboration with the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo it will host on 
14th October the “Cena del Talento”, the Dinner of Talent), then in Milan (during the events organised as part 
of La Vendemmia, in collaboration with the MonteNapoleone District, and at the House of BMW), in Monte 
Carlo (during the Monaco Yacht Show 2022 and at CREM, the club of foreign residents of Monaco), and even in 
the United States, attending the 7th Week of Italian Cuisine in the World at the Miami Culinary Institute. 

 
UNESCO CULTURAL HERITAGE 
This year, in the first edition of the Fair after the Unesco recognition of the "Truffle Hunting and Extraction in 
Italy", which rewards the uniqueness of those gestures and ancient traditions handed down through the 
generations, the events that will see Alba - together with Bergamo and Parma, one of the three Unesco Creative 
Cities for gastronomy in Italy - as the protagonist of the Creative Moments of this edition. Through a twinning 
with other cities around the world that share the same title, on 1st November the Fair will host the Unesco 
Creative Cities of Rouen (France), Cochabamba (Bolivia) and Bohicon (Benin), with foreign chefs who will host 
cooking shows proposing a traditional dish from their own country paired  with the Alba White Truffle, for a 
cultural contamination with great added value. 

 
TRUFFLE AND WINE 
After Unesco, another UN agency will be at home in the area, thanks to the forum promoted by UNWTO, the 
UN agency responsible for promoting sustainable tourism. By literally picking up the jug from Portugal, Alba will 
become the wine tourism capital of the world by virtue of the Global Conference on Wine Tourism: in the wake 
of the September event, there will be many events that will see His Majesty the Alba White Truffle as key 
protagonist alongside wine-growing entities of absolute excellence.  
In addition to the consolidated alliance with the Consorzio Alta Langa DOCG and the Consorzio di Tutela Barolo 
Barbaresco Alba Langhe e Dogliani, the partnership with great international wines is being renewed: after 
Champagne in 2021, this year the world of Burgundy will make its debut at the Fair, with a weekend - 25th to 
27th November - marked by events and dinners that will enhance the union between the great French reds and 
the prized Alba white wine. 
Speaking of great red wines, Friday 28th October will see the return, at the Grinzane Cavour Castle, of the 
"Barolo en primeur" Auction, a charity event organised by Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo, together 
with Fondazione CRC Donare ETS and in collaboration with Consorzio di Tutela Barolo Barbaresco Alba Langhe 
e Dogliani, where the barriques produced by the "Cascina Gustava" vineyard will be auctioned.  
With the renewal of a successful event, in-between Milan-Roddi, comes La Vendemmia, one of the most eagerly 
awaited events of the Milanese autumn, conceived and promoted by the Montenapoleone District, with the  
 



 
 
 
 
aim of bringing together the great international luxury brands and the most prestigious national and 
international wineries, with the participation of the city's best restaurants and 5-star luxury hotels. 
 
FOLKLORE 
In keeping with a successful tradition, prior to the nine weeks of the Fair, here comes the Bela Trifolera, 
scheduled on Saturday 17th September. On Saturday 24th September, preceded by the so-called Capitolo della 
Giostra (Chapter of the Carousel), the Drape of the 2022 Palio edition will be presented, and Margherita 
Fenoglio will be awarded the honour of "Friend of the Carousel". In the evening the Podestà Investiture is 
scheduled, followed the next day by the screening of the movie La Banda degli Asini (The Donkey Band). 
 
On Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd October the City of Alba will be dressed in the colours of the city's Boroughs, 
with the Weekend of Folklore event, the Donkey Palio and the many activities staged by the Giostra delle Cento 
Torri (Hundred Towers Carousel). Two weeks later, on the weekend of 15 and 16 October, after the stop imposed 
by the pandemic, the Bacchanal of the Boroughs is back on the squares of the historic old town with the cuisine 
of Alba's historic districts to satisfy the palates of the thousands of gourmets arriving to relive the medieval 
atmosphere that will pervade the city centre. 
Finally, on Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd October, the Bacchanal of Music will make its debut, and it will end 
with the Flag Festival. 

 
TRUFFLE HUB 
The Truffle Hub in Roddi is once again playing a key role in this 92nd edition, hosting dinners and events  
as part of the "Eccellenze del Piemonte in Vetrina" (Piedmont's Excellence Showcase) enhancement project, 
developed in collaboration with the Piedmont Region's Tourism Department, the regional DMO Visit Piemonte 
and Piedmont's ATLs. 
The manor house will also be the ultimate destination of the Gourmet Walks organised by Confartigianato  
Cuneo, with plentu of eggs, truffles and wine to welcome all participants in the walks on Sunday 9th October, 
Sunday 23rd October and Sunday 6th November. 
Also of great significance is the dinner organised by Confagricoltura Cuneo on the evening of Friday 11th 
November, when chef Luigi Taglienti will delight the audience through the combination of two excellences such 
as Tuscan Chianina beef and Piedmontese Fassona beef. 
The appurtenance of the manor house will also host, every Monday morning, cooking classes held by guest 
chefs that will allow participants to enjoy a unique experience as they learn the recipes to be paired with the 
Alba White Truffle and the local wines, and finally taste what they have created with their own hands.  

 
CULTURE, MEETINGS AND EVENTS 
A well-established tradition is the celebration of the Tuber Primae Noctis, the Truffle New Year's Eve, which will 
be chance to toast - after the biological rest period - to the first night of the year when the truffle season begins 
and the trifulau can go truffle hunting again. On the night of 20-21 September, to mark the events of the Global 
Conference on Wine Tourism, at the stroke of midnight the Grinzane Cavour Castle will be the scene of an event 
of global importance, during which the whole world will be told about the opening of the truffle season, 
regulated by the regional calendar, which - after the biological rest period - schedules the harvest dates from 
21st September to 31st January. 
 
On Sunday 13th November, through a live connection with the Grinzane Cavour Castle - home of the Enoteca 
Regionale Piemontese Cavour - Hong Kong, Singapore and Vienna will be competing, bid after bid, for the most 
prestigious lots of selected specimens of the Tuber magnatum Pico during the XXIII edition of the Alba White 
Truffle World Auction. It is during this event that the promotion of local excellence and the solidarity effort in 
favour of important charitable causes are perfectly combined, with more than EUR 5.7 million raised since 1999. 
A new feature this year is the live connection with Qatar, with the restaurant "Alba by Enrico Crippa", a 
restaurant soon to open in Doha, inside the Katara Towers. 
 
The weekend from 18th to 20th November, thanks to the National Truffle Study Centre, will be dedicated to 
"Truffle hunting and extraction in Italy": a whole weekend will involve the National Truffle Cities Association 
with Fnati (Federazione Nazionale Associazioni Tartufai Italiana - National Federation of Italian Truffle 
Associations), to celebrate the recognition that last December led to this practice being included in the UNESCO 
representative list of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.  For three days a series of events will take place  



 
 
 
 
in Alba, all based on a Unesco theme, including lectures at the Teatro Sociale "G. Busca", educational meetings 
as well as gastronomic and pop events, which will culminate with the presentation of the "Ambassador of the 
Italian Truffle" award to radio and TV host and rapper La Pina. 
 
The Fair's calendar is also marked by the "Tartufo Reale", the award that Reale Mutua - the Fair's historic 
sponsor - gives every year to the best truffle from the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato hills, and which is into its 
sixteenth edition: on Sunday morning, 27th November, at 11 a.m., the traditional event will feature the most 
prestigious specimens of Tuber magnatum Pico, as part of the Alba White Truffle World Market. 
In the year in which Alba celebrates the 100th anniversary of Beppe Fenoglio's birth, with events running until 
next March, we should also mention the exhibition curated by Luca Bufano entitled "Canto le armi e l'uomo. 
100 anni con Beppe Fenoglio", the shows "Un Giorno di Fuoco" and "Letture sul Novecento", as well as the 
guided tour of Fenoglio's places "Tra le righe di Fenoglio", scheduled every Sunday morning. 
 
A rich calendar of cultural, sporting and artistic events will complete the 92nd edition of the Fair. 
Other events include: starting on Thursday 29th September, in Piazza Michele Ferrero with the unveiling of 
"Alba", the statue by Valerio Berruti, then the awards ceremony of the 12th edition of the Premio Lattes 
Grinzane, scheduled on Saturday 15th October at the Teatro Sociale "G. Busca" in Alba, "Andy in Langa", at the 
Torre di Barbaresco, "Immersions in painting" at Palazzo Banca d'Alba, the "Feminine Harmonies - inclusive 
paths" presented by the Elena Mirò brand, and there will be also book presentations and conferences, events 
at the Museo Diocesano, as well as in the squares (Albaromatica, Nocciola Piemonte IGP delle Langhe dalle 
colline dell'Alta Langa, Langhe e Roero in piazza... con la Granda, Confagricoltura - Incontriamoci in Fiera, 
Confartigianato - Villaggio dei creatori d'eccellenza, Coldiretti - Campagna Amica Day). 

 
DESIGN 
A new item will be added and enrich the Alba White Truffle Kit: after "Pepita" designed by Maison Raynaud, 
the "Alba" truffle slicer designed by Ben van Berkel for Alessi and "Xfetta" created by Davide Oldani, the "Trace" 
gloves designed by Patricia Urquiola, the "Giacomo" truffle brushes - designed by Gufram, the Italian design 
brand that has always stood out for its pop, disruptive and radical identity, and conceived by Job Smeets - this 
year it will be the turn of a new item, a truffe stand, created by architect and designer Fabio Novembre. 
 
ALBA TRUFFLE KIDS 
The Fair also reasserts its focus on the younger generation of visitors, by setting up the Alba Truffle Kids area for 
children, at the Exhibition and Congress Centre named after Giacomo Morra.  
 

 
N.B. Please note that this press release is written without names and quotes in accordance with Article 9 c.1 of Law no. 28 
of 22 February 2000 on par condicio in pre-election periods. 

 
 
 

 

 

FURTHER INFO 

Ente Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba  

Piazza Medford, 3 - 12051, Alba Tel. +39 0173 361051 - info@fieradeltartufo.org - www.fieradeltartufo.org 

 
       @tartufobiancoalba         @tartufobiancoalba       @AlbaTruffle 

                  https://www.youtube.com/user/Tartufobiancodalba 

The official hashtag of the event is #albatruffle 
 

Ufficio Stampa Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba 
Pietro Ramunno | ufficiostampa@fieradeltartufo.org | +39 3395943085  

 
Efficere 

Federico Amato | federico.amato@efficere.it | +39 3485261626 
Alessandra Ferraris | alessandra.ferraris@efficere.it | +39 3479186800 
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